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69 Too

Some fires were meant to burn...Take a second trip into the 69, where under this roof, everything
goes. Wicked sex, lies, rape, betrayal, fights and murder all live here. The crews are divided.
Jakoven has sired a devious plan that could destroy Redd and the others. Hold onto your seats. In
the 69 Too, it gets HOTTER!!!!
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I'm very pleased with the maturity with this author. Fallon's writing style is really coming into its own.
She has a way of creating depth to a story and its much appreciated. Great read,job well done! Very
fast paced, keeps me on the edge and not able to put the book down. Can't wait for part 3!

While the plot thickens so do the problems in following the story line. I mean the spelling mistakes
were a big problem for me. I really want to know who proofread this thing and then ask if they have
an eighth grade education?? There is no way that you can overlook them for their, he for she, her
for him, or meant for might!!! I struggled through this b/c a friend said it was good. Much as I want to

know what happens I don't know if I could take it. If the author would like I will be glad to proofread
part 3 & 4, as it is obviously going to take that many to finish her story. I think her editors need to be
fired. I have two college degrees and the amount of problems in this book could be caught by a
freshman in college.

This was just as good as the first book.Redd have a lot on her plate; three women, well 1 and 2
wannabes, Jakoven, Marlee, and let's not forget the arsonist/killer. Will Redd come out on top? or
will she fall with a broken heart and jobless?Kane and Kap been through hell and back. With
Aeducon trying to tear them apart and Jakoven finally being able to come between them, will they
continue on as the happy couple? Will Kapenyck remember who Kane is? Or will all that was found
become lost again?Marlee- what will become of the wannabe stud? Will she realize that teaming up
with Jakoven will get her in deeper mess than she can handle? Will she come to her senses or fall
flat or her face?Aeducan- Will he come forward and let everyone know what has occurred between
him and Jakoven?Phenique- He's been on the run and is now in danger. What will happen?Man,
there's so much going on in this book that I could barely keep up. I thought that this was the last
installment for 69 but there are 3 more books coming and in the 3 books we will find out what will
become of the 69 crew. I just hope that the good guy's are all standing at the end.

Fallon did her thang! My mouth was wide open the entire time. I could have been watch an episode
of Chicago Fire lol wheew I had a blast reading this one. The only thing I thought was far fetched
was the entire fire house was gay, other than that it was a good read.

I give 4 stars instead of 5 because of all the grammatical errors. Sometimes I had to guess what the
writer was trying to say. A word of advice to the author would be to have someone who studies
English to proofread the drafts. Other than that I am loving these books!

This is crazy madness I wonder if K&K (Kane & Kap) Will make it and this Deana person omg she
needs to be put out of her misery causing all this mess and why didn't Redd report Azara chick to
the police for cutting Trinity's break lines Smh on to the next chapter I need answers lol but
Seriously

I got hooked on the first book. When I found out that there was a sequel and another following it, I
knew I had to read it. The author definitely kept things going and very interesting as she continued

the series. Looking forward to more of her books. Currently reading 69 Three at the moment

Fallon you have done it again. I love the twist and turns this story has. I can't wait to read part 3.
You have a fan of this story and I would recommend it to my friends to read. Thanks again for the
great read #69
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